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Whether you are using community ethics from permaculture, the localization vision in Transition, or the spiritual gain 

when experiencing Nature, renovating city spaces is an integrative process. Are you a green builder? A solar-powered 

architect? A city council person hell-bent to change the future? - expensive technology will not save us. Neighborhood 

design is a people powered affair; principally a re-use affair that is overtly political and gristled with profit-takers. 

Neighbors Beware! 

City Repair calls this work PLACEMAKING. They build community this way: 

“City Repair facilitates artistic and ecologically-oriented placemaking through projects that honor the interconnection of 
human communities and the natural world. The many projects of City Repair have been accomplished by a mostly 
volunteer staff and thousands of volunteer citizen activists. We provide support, resources, and opportunities to help 
diverse communities reclaim the culture, power, and joy that we all deserve.” 

 

- Just the Local Content – 

 

“The Permaculture Convenience Store” – Vision Plan  

“Orientation: “Center for Community Arts & Resilience” - San Luis Obispo, CA. “Permaculture Willi Adventure #5” - New 
Myth #89 
 
"Earth Pod" - A Permaculture Oasis. Rendering: Leane Eberhart. Vision & Chime Song (see PDF)  
 
“The Hillsborough Alliance for Local Food Security” - New Myth #87. Dedicated to 2016 Fall Permaculture Convergences 
in Fort Flagler, WA and Hopland, CA. 
 
“The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 4: The Big Seed Incubator” - New Myth #86  
 
“Resilience Kiosk” - Urban Permaculture / Transition Training Accelerator. Specification (PDF)  
 
“The Tree Pod Community” – “Resilience with Nature in the Permaculture & Transition Era”  
 
"The Sharing Center – A Transition Incubator for Small Towns and their Rural Neighbors" – 2015 (+ PDF) 
 
Hoop House Community Incubator (HHCI) - Vision for West Baltimore 
 
The Resilience Center for the Transition (RCT) with Site Plan (PDF). A Permaculture & Reskilling Vision 
 
“Grid Town” (Permaculture Station) for the Post-Chaos Era + SYMBO Message 1.0 [video]. New Myth #65 
 
"Four Zone Food Security System for a Permaculture Village." "Design for Resilience" 
 
“Barn Dance Media Center” (BDMC). “Integrated Accelerator for the Permaculture & Transition Movement” 
 
Transition Media Center for Permaculture Arts - Video Vision 
 
Permaculture Corps for Planet Earth – A Model for Our Transition 
 
 
 

http://www.cityrepair.org/become-a-placemaker/


 

 

“The Permaculture Convenience Store” – Vision Plan by Willi Paul, Planetshifter.com Magazine 

Most are familiar with the neighborhood convenience store. Candy, cigarettes, caffeinated power drinks, chips, etc. Isn’t 

it ironic that these sellers of junk food and smokes are “filed under convenience?”  

Convenience goods are widely distributed products that "require minimal time and physical and mental effort to 

purchase." Convenient procedures, products and services are those intended to increase ease in accessibility, save 

resources and decrease frustration. 

But what would most folks say is a healthy alternative to consumer convenience? My vote is efficiency: 

Efficiency … describes the extent to which time, effort or cost is well used for the intended task or purpose. It is often 

used with the specific purpose … to produce a specific outcome effectively with a minimum amount or quantity of 

waste, expense, or unnecessary effort. 

Here’s the pitch: We need to start “thinking in Transition” defined as foregoing convenience for programs and design 

that incorporate healthy neighborhood services that support healthy food and sustainable land use.  

Some support: from Permaculture Principle 6: Make the least change for the greatest effect. Find the “leverage points” 

in the system and intervene there, where the least work accomplishes the most change. 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2177
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convenience
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficiency
http://www.patternliteracy.com/resources/ethics-and-principles


Consider a 7-11 Store? Is this a valuable neighborhood service provider or something else? A 7-11 store was just closed 

by that corporation with the approval of the neighborhood in San Mateo.  

Cold beer coolers aside, we need more urban permaculture / Transition-based Food Coops or start-up incubators or 

training accelerators. 

The Permaculture Convenience Store - 

Components: 

Seed Exchange  

Demonstration Plot & Plant Nursery  

Local and Regional Organizations Directory 

Permaculture Design Consultants Directory  

In-house Education - Classroom Space 

Free Book Exchange - Spirit, Technical and Nature Titles 

Neighborhood Fair Wage Jobs Program 

Design Plans - Tool Sheds, Compost Bins, Rocket Stoves, Gardens, etc. 

Tools & Supplies:  

+ Sickles 

+ Machetes 

+ Knives 

+ Shovels 

+ Weeding Hoes 

+ A-frames (contour ID) 

+ Twine 

+ Boards for Raised Beds 

+ Cutter / Snips 

+ Swiss Army style grafting knife 

+ Spades 

+ Chicken Wire 

+ Forks 

+ Water Buckets 

+ Greywater tanks & hardware 

+ Compost starter & bins 

+ Hay bales 

+ Orange flagging 

+ Recycled Lumber 

http://www.smdailyjournal.com/articles/lnews/2014-03-18/embattled-7-eleven-may-close-its-doors-san-mateo-city-officials-property-owners-and-operators-negotiating/1776425119903.html


Conclusions –  

The Permaculture Convenience Store is a transformed “Old Fashioned” neighborhood hardware store with a Transition 

spirit twist. The rich interaction between new principles, garden tools and neighbors will foster a new global mythology! 

 



 

“Orientation: “Center for Community Arts & Resilience” - San Luis Obispo, CA. “Permaculture Willi Adventure #5” - 
New Myth #89 by Willi Paul, Planetshifter.com 

* * * * * * * 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2397
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/56


Permaculture Willi (PW) steps into the front door of the Center for Community Arts & Resilience (CCAR) and straps on a 
par of VR goggles as orientation instantly becomes an initiation of edu-tech, stinky compost and deli treats. How to 
integrate the programs and tools with her own vision? 

The 12-minute VR tour of the Center drives an engine of potentials. Each department is illuminated and prior student 
work is highlighted. The New Mythology wing supports both individual and community story writing classes with an eye 
towards new global myth making. This is a rich database that supports “Cave Man to Norse to American Indian to our 
Post Chaos-Era” songs, poetry and stories. Story Seeds.org is a creative partner. 

The second VR walk is hallowed ground for PW. The Permaculture & Transition wing is more like a think tank where 
resilience program and policies are debated. Students and guests address localization themes surrounding energy 
ownership, conservation measures and alternative, decentralized governments.  

PW’s virtualized attention span is now directed at the SpiritNature wing, an alchemic blend of Nature, symbology and 
sounds. Many of the incoming students in PW’s class have signed-up with this focus as their major. There is a keen 
interest at CCAR to fire up new sounds and stories with music as the key bridge. 

* * * * * * * 

Virtual Reality phases into just “plain old meet and greet” for Permaculture Willi and the new students and parents. The 
Kitchen Café not only supports the Center staff and students but sells healthy food to the greater community who are 
always welcome. Drought resistant plants and non-GMO seeds are cultivated in the CCAR Greenhouse where the 
growing cycle and soil are turned into song and dance each quarter. 

Orientation winds up in the center of the building, under a huge glazed roof. Herbs are hanging from the edges, drying 
to be processed and sold. Students present their work in this space and use it as an incubator and classroom. 

A large banner hangs over the Permaculture & Transition wing entrance that shouts:  

“Blend.”  

* * * * * * * 

Enjoy the first four Permaculture Willi:  

* The Adventures of Permaculture Willi (“P-Willi”): The Glowing Labyrinth. New Myth #55 

* The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 2: Contest to ReCreate the Permaculture Logo. New Myth #56 

* The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 3: The Bababerry Trellis Prayer. New Myth #57 

* The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 4: The Big Seed Incubator - New Myth #86 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2393
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2367
http://storyseeds.org/
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2365
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2371
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2188
http://planetshifter.com/node/2192
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2195
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2376


 

"Earth Pod" - A Permaculture Oasis. Rendering: Leane Eberhart. Vision & Chime Song: Willi Paul, Mythologist, 
Planetshifter.com 

‘Seed balls are really simple to make and are great for use in farming, bush regeneration or an easy every day guerrilla 
gardening technique. They are comprised of sieved compost, clay, seed and water. The idea is to throw them wherever 
you want to use them. Once your seed balls are dry, thrown them out to the areas where they are needed. There they’ll 
sit until the right conditions are met for germination.’ 

Earth Pod Description – Please see Site and Elevation Drawings in PDF for larger images 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2396
http://communityalchemy.com/chimesong/chimesong.mp3
https://www.milkwood.net/2015/06/22/making-seed-balls-for-getting-things-growing-in-unlikely-places/


* * * * * *  

A teaching Space and Sanctuary space promoting local sacredness. 

Past the temporary classroom trailers, past the dumpsters, behind the rear parking lot, a winged installation smiles up to 
hold us. A walkabout oasis prayer to heal Nature from the ravages of man-hardened drought and his toxic seeds. 

The entire site is an integrated earth inspired clapse; a starting destination within a transmutative resilience. More than 
working with Nature. A spirit channel and vision. An environmental sculpture fueled by SpiritNature from Planetshifter’s 
2016 iBook. 

Swim in a meditation chime song then gleam with us under a new myth moon. 

* * * * * *  

- An Opening Night SpiritShare -  

8 Elements by 7 Artists:  

"WindZone" - Sound perimeter 
(Chimes hanging off 4 wings) 

“Chime Song” (Water & Wind Chimes) - Listen 

"Orbit" – At grade 3-foot wide path 
(circular stone mosaic as guide-edge to 4 entrances) 

"Sacred Well" - Center piece 
(48” high, 32” diameter, stone)  

"Painted Rain" - 4 Re-Cycled Wine Barrels for Rain Capture 
(1/3 cut barrel as pedestal) 

"Roof Wings" - Sloped Re-Used Parachute Roof and Four Troughs 
(channel water to barrels) 

"Flower Walls” - Low walls with Drought Tolerant Species 
(reclaimed lumber) 

"Community Chairs" - 4 Meditation benches 
(poured, speckled polished concrete) 

 
 
  

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2390
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walkabout
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2369
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2369
http://communityalchemy.com/chimesong/chimesong.mp3


 

“The Hillsborough Alliance for Local Food Security” - New Myth #87. Dedicated to two 2016 Fall Permaculture 
Convergences at Fort Flagler, WA and Hopland, CA. By Willi Paul, Planetshifter.com 

Back in 2027, a special Alliance was born in the Bay Area out of the infrastructure collapse and subsequent famine and 
military coup in the United States. The permaculture clique needed land, a group out of Oakland called Planting Justice 
needed work for their members, while a spiritual house in San Mateo called the Unitarian Universalist was asked to 
mediate with rich land owners from the Town of Hillsborough Beautification Foundation. 

The hub of the Alliance were the property owners who suddenly needed to grow their own food! They could offer their 
yards, wide and deep with rich, dark soils. Many had wells. Roof tops went solar. Swimming pools were transformed into 
aquaponic ponds; tennis courts - vegetable gardens. Drive ways = food forests. 

The Burlingame Country Club and Golf Course became The NorCal Permaculture & Transition University. 

* * * * * * * 

Here’s more dirt on the Alliance Members - 

Planting Justice - A grassroots organization with a mission to democratize access to affordable, nutritious food by 
empowering urban residents with the skills, resources & knowledge they need to maximize food production, expand job 
opportunities, and ensure environmental sustainability in the bay area. 

Seven Principles of Unitarian Universalism - 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2381
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/56
http://northwestpermaculture.org/
http://permacultureconvergence.com/
http://www.plantingjustice.org/
http://www.uusanmateo.org/


• The inherent worth and dignity of every person 
• Justice, equity and compassion in human relations 
• Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregations 
• A free and responsible search for truth and meaning 
• The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our congregations and in society at large 
• The goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all 
• Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part 

Hillsborough Beautification Foundation - A non-profit organization whose volunteers raise funds and manage projects to 
beautify and maintain parks, school grounds, and other public spaces in Hillsborough, CA. 

* * * * * * * 

Early meetings of the Alliance were held at the UU Church for a neutral, yet spiritual, setting. The vision was always to 
share the land and the harvest. Shared housing soon came to the agenda as homes were converted to permaculture 
worker residences. The new Hillsborough community was a garden campus and a model oasis for the post Chaos-Era.  

The California Permaculture Works Program was political compost. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.hillsboroughbeautificationfoundation.org/


 

“ The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 4: The Big Seed Incubator" - New Myth #86 by Mythologist Willi Paul, 
Planetshifter.com 

Enjoy the First Three P-Will Adventures - 

The Adventures of Permaculture Willi (“P-Willi”) 1: “The Glowing Labyrinth”- New Myth 55 

The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 2: Contest to ReCreate the Permaculture Logo” - New Myth 56 

The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 3: “The Bababerry Trellis Prayer” - New Myth # 57 

* * * * * * * 

“ The Adventures of Permaculture Willi 4: The Big Seed Incubator” - New Myth #86. Please see the site map provided. 

On Sundays, “P - Willi” works the retail sales counter and cash register in the Transition Center as a part of her internship 
for the Coop. The Big Seed Incubator is doing magic for young teens like her and her friends. By cross-fertilizing job 
training, room and board, medical benefits and paying work, the Oakland “black soil and grey water” hub is a growing 
vision that integrates permaculture ethics with the localizing processes in Transition and a renewed spirit of 
sustainability and Nature.  

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2376target=%E2%80%9Dblank%E2%80%9D
http://communityalchemy.com/PWilli/PermacultureWilli.pdf
http://planetshifter.com/node/2192
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2195
http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2376target=%E2%80%9Dblank%E2%80%9D


“Yes, Ma’am, that’s our sweet golden honey, alright!” boasted P-Willi. “I flew with the bees myself!” 

“Have a look at the fresh, organic greens from our Food Forests. Our on-site grown and harvested fish is in the cooler.” 
Turns out that this family is staying in the Big Seed Bed & Breakfast. 

“How was the band last light?” 

“Nice slow jazzy stuff.” Someone called out by the hemp tees. Music and community education often merge on the B+B 
stage these days. “I’ll take this olive oil and a bottle of your Incubator Syrah 2015, please.” 

* * * * * * * 

The Transition Center is a mini-incubator of sorts for the roughly 102 live-in residents and city dwelling staffers. Besides 
the retail and data center, the hiring and the credit/barter systems are run here. If you need to transform something 
from the old world to the new world, it happens here. The Administration building is thus free to reach out for green 
business deals and to operate the campus security system. 

“Multi-use is a Mantra that all Bigs wear. Take the incubator, it is part mess hall, part classroom and part presentation 
space, depending on who needs it. It is our 24/7 share.” 

* * * * * * * 

Louie shows up.  

“We made some kick-ass salad dressings in Prod this morning from the herbs in the Peace Garden!” he shouted. “These 
will sell out so call your Mom quick!” 

“Can’t wait, buddo.” P-Willi’s afternoon will not be all skate board magic dust and sun tea, however.  

“My next dig is at Soil Building churning up the worms with the house compost.” She called out but Louie was off and 
rolling. 

* * * * * * * 

“Yes, Sir, the first 50 lbs. of our enriched soil is free with your own container.” 

“Isn’t this whole place,… like a green house?” asked a new customer? 

“Yes!” P was ready for this metaphor! 

“We are a spirit-driven, plant lovin’ people!” It says on the community kiosk. “Like a green house, natural sources and 
product flow through the space; wastes are re-recycled and our people and Nature are one. We are an Urban 
ecosystem.” 

“We help each other up and empower folks that come here to ‘live in the future.’ Foster kids, seniors, drop-outs are all 
most welcome at the Friday night Fire Circle and new member tour.” Explained P-Willi. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

“Resilience Kiosk” - Urban Permaculture / Transition Training Accelerator. Specification (PDF) by Willi Paul, 
Planetshifter.com Design  

* * * * * * * 

- The Solution -  

+ Neighborhood - Corporate - City Technology Benefit 

+ Food Forest Demonstration site 

+ Transition of abandoned, littered sites to neighborhood crown jewels 

+ Employment - Project Managers; Permaculture Designer / Teachers; Media Producers 

+ “Soil to Digital” Hybrid Technology 

+ Use of the “Home Media Center” metaphor 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2305


+ “Community Hero Site” - Community as Teacher and Hero 

+ Resilience Kiosk Network – connecting and promoting other project sites 

- Site Design Elements -  

1. Resilience Kiosk: Chronicling progress, recording meetings and classes, viewing videos 

2. Food and Tech Training: 

+ Food Forest – food for neighborhood 
+ Lot-side is screen & projector; street facing side is schedules and meeting notices 
+ Solar, Wireless and Internet equipped 

3. Entertainment: Concerts and Night Time Media Art Projects (videos projected on adjacent buildings) 

4. Multi-Lingual Operation and Info Displays 

- Values -  

+ Permaculture Ethics: Community Care and Give Back 

+ Transition: Sharing and Localization 

+ Creative Story Generator - Neighborhood Mythology Program 

+ Inclusive, integrated, bottom-up 

* * * * * * * 

For more details, please contact: 

Willi Paul 
New Mythologist & Transition Entrepreneur 
PlanetShifter.com Media 
@planetshifter @openmythsource @PermacultureXch 
willipaul1 at gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2264


 

 

“The Tree Pod Community” – “Resilience with Nature in the Permaculture & Transition Era” by Willi Paul, 
Planetshifter.com Media 

Permaculture principles provide a set of universally applicable guidelines that can be used in designing sustainable 
systems. At least three of the twelve principles apply in the trees are: 

+ Accelerating succession and evolution 

+ Work with nature rather than against 

+ The problem is the solution 

* * * * * * * 

Tiny houses, tee pees, yurts, trailers, back seats. Enter a sustainable and protected living family relationship – the Tree 
Pod Community. 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2290
https://www.permaculture.org.uk/knowledge-base/principles


Key Specifications:  

*Water catchment membrane – anchored by all three houses 

*Rope netting hangs between houses, hanging under water catchment membrane for storage, meetings and fun 

*Each Tree House specializes in a unique service: composting, cooking, growing food 

*Rope and pulley to share material between houses 

*Keep brush below cleared so fire danger is minimized 

*During Earthquake, trees have natural elasticity 

*Not survivalist but resilience! 

* * * * * * * 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

"The Sharing Center - A Transition Incubator for Small Towns and their Rural Neighbors" - Vision by Willi Paul, 
Planetshifter.com Design – 2015 ( PDF)  

“This is a vision for chaotic times! A budget saving alternative to Costco and University of Phoenix’s “profit-driven supply 
chains” that touts “sharers not consumers.” – WOX 

* * * * * * * 

What is a Sharing Center (SC)?  

The SC is envisioned to be as off-grid and family / neighbor run as possible. Gratitude-fueled! Training programs are 
coupled with material and services exchange where possible. The vision utilizes what skills and values are already there 
– and to teach each other new ones when possible. 

SC is a hands-on resilience machine as rural America reels from the eminent toxic corporate collapse and springs back to 
stability. 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2274


Sharing Center Elements – 

Please see large format Sharing Center Plan (PDF) for an integrated training and community ecosystem for resilience.  

+ Knife Sharpening 
+ Good Food Café & Training 
+ Event Space 1 
+ Event Space 2 
+ Café 
+ Neighborhood Mythology Program 
+ Veterinarian Clinic & Training Program 
+ DYI 
+ Clothing Donation / Sorting 
+ Clothing Sharing 
+ Permaculture Tools & Training Program 
+ Office – Registration & FYI 
+ Small Appliance Repair & Training Program 
+ First Aid & Medical Training Program 
+ Re-Use and Re-Cycle Area 
+ Garden & Training Program 
+ Playground & Child Care Training Program 

Where?  

Think: a re-purposed abandoned elementary school; a small retired manufacturing building? A refurbished barn? 
Perhaps a Lions or Elk’s Club space? 

Who?  

Five Service Partner Templates - 

[1.] Neighbors Helping Neighbors –  
NHN are non-paid volunteers striving to provide groceries & counseling plus services to those who are unable to qualify 
for other 'safety net' programs. 

[2.] TPA Sharing Expo –  
Since 2010, we’ve been mounting creative and thoughtful responses to the challenges of resource depletion, climate 
change, and economic instability. Help us unleash the power and creative genius of people and communities to create a 
vibrant future for generations to come. 

[3.] Goodwill - 
Donate stuff. Create Jobs! 

[4.] Kindista.org  
The SC “gratitude hard drive.”  

[5.] Repair Cafe Palo Alto –  
A volunteer-run, community service dedicated to encouraging the repair and reuse of goods rather than relegating them 
to landfill. 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2264
https://www.facebook.com/NeighborsHelpingNeighborsPaloAlto
http://transitionpaloalto.org/sharing-expos/
http://www.goodwill.org/donate-and-shop/
https://kindista.org/
http://www.repaircafe-paloalto.org/


 

Hoop House Community Incubator (HHCI) - Vision for West Baltimore by Willi Paul, Planetshifter.com Design 

In the neighborhood where much of the violence took place, a third of homes were already vacant and more than half of 
working-age residents do not have jobs. The median household income is $25,000, less than half the national average. 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2266
http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21650158-angry-youths-burn-their-own-neighbourhood-why-rioting-makes-things-worse


Chain stores are rare: residents rely on expensive little shops that sell groceries through hatches in bulletproof screens. 
Prices are high because competition is weak: few shopkeepers want to work in such a dangerous neighborhood. 

* * * * * * * 

Drawing Key for Elevation and Site Plan-  

A. Hoop Houses 
B. Sky Bridges 
C. Share Faire / Play Area 
D. Roof-top Gardens 
E. Solar Panels 
F. Trees 
G. Exposed, water-proofed roof joists 

* * * * * * * 

Introduction – 

The Hoop House Community Incubator is envisioned to support a new “Collective Initiation” - a renewal for residents of 
West Baltimore and other places. HHCI is a multi-stage community revitalization process with the Community as the 
Hero: the end of the so-called “Urban Desert.” Two adjacent row house buildings become connected and supported by 
new shared, integrated and consolidated HVAC, water and security systems including solar and roof-top garden 
technologies. Two often, boarded up residences are crime scenes or victims of arson. The roof-top location of the raised 
beds, hoop houses and solar arrays support a better security profile. 

Permaculture and Transition Movement values are hard working engineers as resilience over-powers racism and 
hatred:  

- Care of the Earth and Care of People 
- Localization and Sharing 

Keep a Shared “Community Transition Record” (The Stuff of New Rituals and Myths) that can include: 

- Lessons learned, trials and successes 
- Emerging new holidays 
- Songs 
- Protest pictures 
- Messages from neighbors 
- Technical innovation 
- Garden yield data 
- Recipes 
- Dreams 

Program Elements -  

[ 1. ] Hoop Houses (A) - Hoop Houses are on the former 3rd floor of connected buildings. Some are for soil building - 
others are for growing food and flowers for sale (rotate) 

[ 2. ] Spirit Space for Reflection and Shared Meditation 

[ 3. ] DIY Spaces for training, production and sales 

http://www.urbanoasisproject.org/local-food/what-s-an-urban-food-desert-


[ 4. ] Community Hall for indoor HHCI gatherings 

[ 5. ] Child Care 

[ 6. ] Tech / Vocation Training Center 

[ 7. ] 2 Sky Bridges (B) connect two buildings (units) – center of second and third floors 

[ 8. ] Share Faire ground level between buildings (C) 

[ 9. ] Roof-top Gardens use raised beds (D) 

[ 10. ] Water Strategies: 

- Allow rain to water gardens directly 
- Capture rain with hoops and drains 
- Capture snow melt 
- Capture and store condensation 

[ 11. ] Solar Panels along front (E)  

[ 12. ] Trees along street and play area (F) 

[ 13. ] Exposed, water-proofed roof joists (G) remain for structural support and place to attach hoop houses 

[ 14. ] 1 Community Bath Room (Compostable Toilets) 

[ 15. ] 1 Community Kitchen (compost)  

* * * * * * * 

“Imagine harvesting your own healthy salads right through the winter. (You can) move beyond the traditional New 
England growing season to "start earlier" and "harvest later?" Learn … the process of growing herbs and veggies beyond 
the standard growing season with cold tolerant / hardy plantings and using season extension structures. Incorporating 
Permaculture Principle #2 - Catch and Store Energy (using the cold frame to extend the harvest); Principle #3 - Obtain a 
yield (extended veggies!) and #9 - Use Small and Slow Solutions (a simple, easily built structure)….” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.meetup.com/GreaterSeacoastPermaculture/events/14523017/


  

The Resilience Center for the Transition (RCT) with Site Plan (PDF). A Permaculture & Reskilling Vision by Willi Paul, 
CommunityAlchemy.com 

Reskilling is a word describing a process of (re)learning skills we never learned, forgot to learn, or don’t remember we 
learned from parents, grandparents or others in our communities. Reskilling builds resilience. These are practical skills for 
sustainable living, and include how to maintain, preserve, uphold, sustain and create resilience in our lives on practical 
levels. 

A large version site plan (PDF) is attached at the end of this post. 

* * * * * * * * 

By re-using and configuring a set of 12 40 foot steel shipping containers, a space in an empty corner lot can be 
transitioned into a resilient reskilling and sharing opportunity with a permaculture garden.  

In the vision, the sidewalk provides an edge. The containers are the second edge here . A third functional edge is the 
adjacent refuse and compost area, both educational opportunities in junction with the demo spaces and garden. It is 
envisioned that a tent be erected in this area to facilitate share fairs and classes.  

RCT is a business skills and services incubator and community coalition builder.  

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2254


The 12 large containers offer several ways to integrate community outreach. In this vision, 8 units are dedicated to 
reskilling and healthy food service. Others uses include: 

1 – Garden tools and electric box 
1 – Restroom 
1 – Store 
1 – Administration 

Security is multi-fold and integrated and includes installing the containers on the ground, preventing access. Gates with 
locks with smart placement of the garden paths are mandated – as is a calculated lightning regime. 

While RCT is not a “food truck compound without wheels,” it is a blend of food for sale with educational and sharing 
opportunities, especially when fresh garden faire is available. Green technology is possible. Greywater and solar systems 
for example, would be terrific.  

RCT Demo Ideas -  

Yoga for Life 
Fruit Tree Pruning 
Permaculture Garden Design and Maintenance 
Basic Clothing Repair 
Vegan Cooking Basics 
New Stories for Resilience Myths 
Making Seed Bombs 
Cooperative games 
Basic Plumbing 
Building a Hoop House for the Garden 
Basic Bike Repair and Maintenance 
Bee Keeping 

* * * * * * * 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

“Grid Town” (Permaculture Station) for the Post-Chaos Era + SYMBO Message 1.0 [video]. New Myth #65. By Willi 
Paul, Community Alchemy.com  

* * * * * * * 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2208


No one can predict how global warming will roll-out. It is our man-made, anti-Mother Nature monster cross to bear and 
any settlement types after the Chaos Era ends will need to be well-panned, compact, secure and localized. 

The “Grid Town” schema is definitely reminiscent of castle and moat days - and the frontier days - where folks hugged 
Main Street and guarded the entrances. Here we see permaculture values at work (Care for the Earth, Care for People, 
Return the Surplus). The Grid Town plan supports and further details the Permaculture Grid vision and the SYMBO alt 
language process. 

Individual consumption schemes and top-down systems are gone. The community good takes precedence. In simplistic 
terms, this vision for Homo sapiens is a hybrid: a short-term duck and cover, protectionism bent (Preppers) and a long-
term sustainability play (per the Permaculturists). 

Does this mean a positive re-birth is possible for humans on Earth? Yes. As arduous and “paranoid” as this future vision 
may seem today, it is a realistic balancing act between Mad Max and Woodstock. 

The SYMBRO message (video) for this article is a prototype message that could be carried by runner or horseback to 
another Grid Town. It incorporates text, PermaGram and sound elements. 

Technical Details from the Plan - 

+ Site security is in three tiers – with an armed or electric technology on the main (external) perimeter 

+ SYMBO messages are child-like and cryptic by design and are supported by each notebook’s password protection 

+ Each Grid Town has a limited amount of solar-power energy and battery storage and rationing is mandated 

+ As described in the Permaculture Grid vision, a very weak security LAN is possible for the Town but just for the Main 
Street and adjacent buildings 

+ In the old days, towns where built for the sake of the railroads, who need water and supplies and fresh labor. Grid 
Towns are located with horseback /runner travel, security and water supply in mind 

+ In addition to the food forest, small livestock and food crops are grown in the neighborhood south of Main Street 

Discussion Questions -  

+ Who is a threat? Individuals and gangs who want to take-over the life support system offered in the town 

+ How many folks are possible in this scheme? 250? What is the capacity? Based on what? 

+ What is recycled and re-used? What is not? 

+ What are the alternative economic and governance models and drivers? PermOccupy? 

+ Water? The big unknown in 2076! 

+ Are folks practicing “Communal Permaculture?” 

+ What does the SYMBO message say? 

 
 

http://youtu.be/R3A9695PqvI


  

"Four Zone Food Security System for a Permaculture Village." "Design for Resilience" by Willi Paul, Planetshifter.com 
Magazine 

“A moat is a deep, broad ditch, either dry or filled with water that surrounds a castle, other building or town, historically 
to provide it with a preliminary line of defense. In some places moats evolved into more extensive water defenses, 
including natural or artificial lakes, dams and sluices...” 

* * * * * * * * 

The simplified permaculture-based security system proposed in this piece must surely raise this question:  

http://planetshifter.com/node/2187
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moat


“Who or what is the security threat in 2017? 2062?”  

Answer: People who are not in the Village who are seeking food, shelter and community. This village vision is connected 
to my Post-Chaos Era New Myths series that describes life in NorCal after the collapse of the current global system. 

Due to a lack of infrastructure, the plan is an attempt to provide an orderly and secure life for the Tribe while regulating 
both visitors and adversaries. 

Many Permaculture Principles are found in this “Design with Nature” plan:  

4. Each element performs multiple functions – as in the integrated zones 

7. Use small scale, intensive systems – the stream feed the moats 

8. Optimize edges – i.e. - multiple perimeters  

This is not “championing survivalism” but more like “proactive solutionism,” per the permaculture way. The proposed 
Village is a call for living and loving in sustainability and preparedness. 

* * * * * * * * 

Four Zone Food Security System for a Permaculture Village (see plan):  

Zone 1 = Domicile 
+ Homes (“huts”) are made of adobe which is cooling and fire-resistant 

Zone 2 = Community of Four Homes 
+ Shared Cooking Space 
+ Extended Family Support 

Zone 3 = Neighborhood (20-24 domiciles)  
+ Basic Village Security Unit 
+ Permaculture Gardening Teams 
+ Moat system = Aquaculture; Water Source for Crops; Security Perimeter 
+ Shared Tools 

Zone 4 = Village 
+ Food Forest is Food Source and Security Buffer for Village 
+ Stream is a Perimeter and Transportation Corridor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://planetshifter.com/node/56
http://www.patternliteracy.com/resources/ethics-and-principles


  



“Barn Dance Media Center” (BDMC). “Integrated Accelerator for the Permaculture & Transition Movement” -  
PlanetShifter.com 

‘A barn dance is any kind of dance involving traditional or folk music with traditional dancing, occasionally held in a barn, 
but, these days, much more likely to be in any suitable building. The term “barn dance” is usually associated with family-
oriented or community-oriented events, usually for people who do not normally dance. A barn dance can be a Ceilidh, 
with traditional Irish or Scottish dancing. However, a barn dance can also feature square dancing, Contra dancing, or any 
other kind of dancing, often with a live band and a Caller.’ 

* * * * * * * 

Step One  

[A] Review Site plan, second floor plan and elevation drawings  

[B] Review Integrated Features List:  

Second Floor Barn 

• Three Main Stages: electronic sound; theatre / storytelling; graphic arts / video 
• Audience participation (workshop / teaching / improve) 
• Production engineering booth; IT / Broadband; Web production booth 
• Arena Screens (4) 
• Four bleacher sections 

First Floor Barn 

• Café 
• Exhibit space 
• Computer lab 
• Indoor / Outdoor classroom 
• Storage 

On the Grounds 

• Outdoor Concert Stage and seating 
• Seed library 
• Food Forest Research Lab 
• Indoor / Outdoor classroom 
• Aquaponics 
• Tool Shed 
• Composting 

Step Two – Experience Three User Scenarios 

Big Barn Scenario One - 
A group of permie artists from Willits, CA have brought script ideas, stills and vision to make three video lesson plans for 
an online skills course. They camp-out in the audience pit and direct the production with the video, web techs and the 
house band. All is captured live on the four arena-sized screens. BDMC is integrated production house with organic 
produce from the food forest and outdoor concert space to play and teach live and raise funds for all. 

Big Barn Scenario Two - 
The Shady Transitionites, a small edgy theatre troupe from Palo Alto, come to the Barn to rehearse a short play about 

http://www.planetshifter.com/node/2170
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barn_dance


permaculture and steam the work live global audience. Post-show interviews requests abound and are shown and 
recorded on the screens. The play is then linked on the Barn Dance web site for additional views and discussion. 

Big Barn Scenario Three – 
The storytellers look around at the interior of the Barn and wonder if this is a NASA collaboration space. Sound 
dampening hangs from the rafters and huge screens on blinking ready. The work now involves shooting the readers live 
on video and transcribing their words for the web simultaneously. A “reading” becomes much more as web-based 
participation adds review and alt verbiage. A story becomes theatre and a live event from an old Barn in NorCal. 

* * * * * * * 

Step Three: Active Values @ Barn Dance Media Center 

Permaculture Combined with Transition – a mandated synergy for change 

Integrative – electronic sitars, soil, latte and satellites, we are the Mix 

Localization – local energy, food, education and community NOW 

New Alchemy – a constant playful interchange of structure and spontaneous; history and dreams 

Open, Free and Entrepreneurial - building on everyone’s expertise and sharing it with reckless transparency  

Multi-media – includes live local, web and streaming for global participation and instant feedback 

Live Action Threatre – your spontaneousness bent is best 

Nature - Barn Dance Media Center is the new “Human | Machine | Nature| Love Interface” 

Journey – multiple people, multiple channels, new lessons 

Initiation – change tools, staff support and creativity are available to everyone 

New Myth Accelerator – consider the new symbols, songs and stories of permaculture; this is the stuff of the new 
mythology and the heroes to come 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

Transition Media Center for Permaculture Arts - Video Vision by Willi Paul, CommunityAlchemy.com 

Video / Post - http://wp.me/p14SHM-H2  

Design Elements - 

* Storefront - Local governance and education 
* Theater – plays and concerts 
* Café on patio 
* Gardens 
* Solar panels 

Core Values - 

http://wp.me/p14SHM-H2


* Community Building 
* New Media 
* Integrating Science, Arts and Spirit 
* Re-Use in Transition 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

Permaculture Corps for Planet Earth – A Model for Our Transition 

We have plenty of hungry people and tons of labor on the planet. How do we access and improve scared cattle lands 
and clear-cuts without title? 

Enter the Permaculture Corps for Planet Earth: as the graphic depicts, we can include families, youth groups such as 4-H, 
Boy and Girl Scouts, countless environmental and neighborhood groups and school Nature and sustainability programs 
in the labor mix. We have a burgeoning supply of certified Permaculture Designers looking for more experience and the 
land owners struggling to bring back damaged lands to a desire yield. We need many more educational sites for 
permaculture! 

Perhaps the brightness star in this scheme is the glue in the middle of the exchange: bartering and community credit 
replaces the US Treasury notes that will someday be worthless. 

Comments?  

Send them to: willipaul1@gmail.com 
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